Advisory Committee (AC) to the Directorate for Social, Behavioral, and Economic Sciences (SBE)
National Science Foundation
Room E 2020, 2415 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22314
May 2-3, 2019
Agenda

Thursday, May 2

9:00 – 9:15 am  Welcome, Introductions, Preview of Agenda
Dr. Karen Cook, Stanford University, SBE AC Chair

9:15 – 10:45 am  Directorate Update/Repositioning SBE
Dr. Arthur Lupia, Assistant Director, SBE

10:45 – 11:00 am  Break

11:00 am – Noon  To Secure Knowledge
Dr. Alondra Nelson, Columbia University and Social Science Research Council

Noon – 12:30 pm  Break/Pick-up lunch

12:30 – 1:30 pm  Lunch/NSF Distinguished Lecture in the Social, Behavioral, and Economic Sciences: Science Comprehension Without Curiosity is No Virtue, and Curiosity Without Comprehension No Vice
Dr. Dan Kahan, Yale University Law School

1:30 – 2:30 pm  Small Group Discussions:

- SBE Research to Address Office of Management and Budget/Office of Scientific and Technology Policy (OMB/OSTP) Scientific Priorities
- Pursuing Effective SBE Partnerships

2:30 – 3:30 pm  Contributions of the SBE Sciences to National Security
Dr. Erin Fitzgerald-Rey, University of Maryland
Dr. Lisa Troyer, U.S. Army Research Office
Dr. Noshir Contractor, Northwestern University

3:30 – 3:45 pm  Break

3:45 – 4:00 pm  Committee on Equal Opportunities in Science & Engineering (CEOSE) Update
Dr. Lydia Villa-Komaroff, Intersections SBD, SBE AC member and CEOSE Liaison

4:00 – 4:15 pm  Advisory Committee for Environmental Research & Education (AC-ERE) Update
Dr. Ann Bostrom, University of Washington, SBE AC member and AC-ERE Liaison

4:15 – 5:00 pm  Prepare for Meeting with NSF Leadership

5:00 pm  Adjourn for the day
Friday, May 3

9:00 – 9:45 am  SBE Sciences and NSF’s Big Ideas
   • Introduction (Dr. Arthur Lupia, Assistant Director, SBE)
   • Understanding the Rules of Life (Dr. Christopher Kuzawa, Northwestern University, SBE AC member)
   • Convergence Accelerators (Dr. Duncan Watts, Microsoft Corporation, SBE AC member)
   • The Future of Work at the Human-Technology Frontier (Dr. Nilanjana Dasgupta, University of Massachusetts, SBE AC member)
   • Mid-scale Research Infrastructure (Dr. Catherine Eckel, Texas A&M University, SBE AC member)

9:45 – 10:15 am  Break/Prepare for Small Group Reporting Out

10:15 – 11:00 am  Small Groups Report Out
   • SBE Research to Address Office of Management and Budget/Office of Scientific and Technology Policy (OMB/OSTP) Scientific Priorities
   • Pursuing Effective SBE Partnerships

11:00 am – Noon  Meeting with NSF Leadership
   Dr. F. Fleming Crim, NSF Chief Operating Officer

Noon – 12:30 pm  Wrap-up, Assignments, Planning for Next SBE AC Meeting
   Dr. Karen Cook, Stanford University, SBE AC Chair
   Dr. Arthur Lupia, Assistant Director, SBE

12:30 pm  Adjourn

Next SBE AC meeting: December 12-13, 2019 at NSF Headquarters